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Let I,,..., Ig be proper ideals of a Noetherian ring R. Then it is shown that 
I,...Z,=Z,n...nZ,=n{Zj:(Z,..~Zj~lZ,+,...Zg)”; j=l,...,g} 
for all n 2 1 if and only if each PE Ass(R/Z, . . Zg ) contains exactly one of the ideals Zj. As an ap- 
plication it is shown that if I,, . . . , Zg are generated by disjoint nonempty subsets of a permutable 
R-sequence, then 
z~~...z~g=z~~n...nz,“~=n{~~~:(Z,...Z~_,Zj+,...Z~)n;j=l ,..., g} 
and Ass(R/Z, m~ ... Zp) = U,“=, Ass(R/Zj) for all positive integers m,, . . , ms, n. Then asymptotic 
and essential theory versions of these results are proved. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative with identity and 
the terminology is standard. 
It is well known (for example, see [7, (1.4)] or [16, Theorem 31, p. 1771) that if 
Z,, ..*, Ig are pairwise comaximal ideals of a ring R, then Z, -1. Zg = Zr tl... nZg. The 
main results in this paper give three variations of this. Specifically, in Section 2 
it is shown that if Zr ... Zg has a finite primary decomposition and if each PE 
Ass(R/Z, ..a Z,) contains exactly one of the ideals Zj, then 
I, ... Z,=Z,n...nZ,=n{Zj:(Z,...Zj_,Zj+,...Z,)fl;j=1,...,g} 
for all n 2 1, and the converse holds when the ideals Zj are finitely generated. It is 
then shown that if R is Noetherian and Z,, . . . , Zg are generated by disjoint non- 
empty subsets of a permutable R-sequence, then for all positive integers mj these 
two equalities hold with Zjy~ in place of Zj for j= 1, . . . , g. Section 3 (resp., Section 
4) contains asymptotic (resp., essential) theory versions of these results. 
2. Standard version 
The first theorem in this section is a variation of the above mentioned result con- 
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cerning pairwise comaximal ideals of a ring R. Then the second theorem applies the 
first to ideals of a Noetherian ring R that are generated by disjoint nonempty subsets 
of a permutable R-sequence. 
Theorem 2.1. Let I,, . . . , Ig be proper ideals of a ring R and assume that I, .” Ig has 
a finite primary decomposition. If each P E Ass(R/z, ... Zg) contains exactly one of 
the ideals Ij, then 
Z,...z,=z,n...nz,=n{Z,:(z,..~Zj_,zj+,...Z,)”; j=l,...,g} 
for a/I n 2 1. The converse holds if each 4 is finitely generated. 
Proof. Let Ass(RNt ... I,) = {PI, . . . , P,} and let S = R -(PI U .a. UP,). Then since 
the zj are proper and each P,, contains exactly one of the ideals Ij, it follows that 
z,Rs, . . . . ZgRS are pairwise comaximal. Therefore 
Z,Rs... Z,Rs=I,Rsn...nZ,R, 
=~{Z~Rs:(Z~~~~Zj_~Zj+~~~~Z,)“Rs; j=l,...,g} 
for all n 11, so it follows by contracting these ideals to R that 
ZI...z,=zln...nz,=~(Zj:(z~~~~Zj_~Zj+~...zg)n;j=1,...,g} 




For the converse it is clear that each PE Ass(R/z, ... I,) contains at least one of 
the ideals 4, so it suffices to show that no such P contains more than one of the 
Ij when the Zj are finitely generated. 
For this fix distinct integers i and k in { 1, . . . , g}; by resubscripting, if necessary, 
it may be assumed that i= 1 and k = 2. Then 
z,n...nz,~(zIn... nz,):(z,+z,)=n{zj:(z,+z,); j=l,...,g} 
=(zI:z~)n(z,:z,)n(z,:(z,+z,))n..43(z,:(z,+z,)) 
~(z,:z~)n(z,:z,)n(z,:z,z~)n.4(z,:z,z,) 
~nczj:Z,...Zj_lzj+l...Z,;j= l,...,g} =Z,n...nz,, 
(the last equality holds by the hypothesis). Therefore it follows that zt n ... n Zg = 
(zIn~~~nz,):(Zj+Z,) for all i#kin {l,...,g}, hencez,~~~z,=Z,n~~~nz,implies 
z, . ..zg = I, . ..Zg.(zi+Zk)n for all nz 1 and for i#kE(l,...,g}. (1) 
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However, Zj+ Zk is finitely generated, since each Zj is, so if P is a prime divisor of 
Ii ...z, that contains zi + Ik, then (Z; + Zk)n is contained in a P-primary component of 
I, ***z,, so I, ..-zgCzI---zg: (Z;+Z$ for all large n, and this contradicts (1). 
Therefore it follows than no PE Ass(R/zi . ..Zg) contains more than one of the 
ideals Zj. 0 
Corollary 2.2. Let I,, . . . , Ig be proper ideals of a Noetherian ring R. Then 
zI...z,=zIn~~~~z,=n~zj:(Z,~~~~_,zj+l~~~Z,)”;~= l,...,g} 
for all n 11 if and only if each PE Ass(R/Zi ... I,) contains exactly one of the ideals 
I,, . . ..Zg. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1. 0 
Remark 2.3. (1) With the notation of Theorem 2.1 let S= R - U{P; PE 
Ass(R/z, .e.z,)}. Then (R/Z, . ..I.),= @7=1 (R/Zj)S,, where Sj= R - lJ{P; PE 
Ass(R/I, . ..Z.) and ‘Jo P}. 
(2) It is shown in [4, (1.6)(a) and (1.8)(c)] that if R is Noetherian, then P = 
U{ASS(R/Z~~...Z~~~);~,,..., mg are nonnegative integers} is a finite set, and 
if I,, . . . . Zg are regular, then there exist positive integers ki, . . . , kg such that 
Ass(R/Z;n’ a.. Zrg) = Ass(R/Z;l ...Z2) for all integers m, 2 k,, . . . , m,rk,. Therefore 
each PEP contains exactly one of the ideals Zj if and only if 
z”“‘.Z~=zI”‘n.“nZ~=n{~~~:(Z,.‘.I,~,Zj+,.”z,)~;j= l,***,g} 1 
for all positive integers m,, . . . . mg, n, and if I,, . . . . Zg are regular, then these 
two equalities hold for all integers ml rk,, . . . . mgz kg if and only if each PE 
Ass(R/Z[l . ..zgkg) contains exactly one of the ideals Zj. 
(3) In Corollary 2.2 let nF=, QJ,i be a normal primary decomposition of Zj for 
j=l , . . . , g (that is, the intersection is irredundant and the associated primes are 
distinct) and assume that each PEAss(R/Z~ . ..I.) contains exactly one of the ideals 
Zj and that Zj:z,...I,_,Ij+,...Z,=Ij forj=l,...,g. Then (nF;i Qi,;)..(n:$ Q,,;)= 
m, Ql,h n -_ n cnk 1 Q,i> is a normal primary decomposition of I, . ..Zg. 
Proof. Since (R/Z)s= Rs/ZRs for all ideals Z and multiplicatively closed sets S 
(O$S), 2.3(l) follows immediately from the fact that the ideals ZjRs are pairwise 
comaximal. 
2.3(2) follows immediately from Corollary 2.2, and 2.3(3) also follows from Cor- 
ollary 2.2 since the ideals Zj are pairwise relatively prime. 0 
Corollary 2.4 is a useful special case of Corollary 2.2 (and of Remark 2.3(3)). 
Corollary 2.4. Let Q, and Q2 be primary ideals of a Noetherian ring R such that 
Rad(Q,) $L Rad(Q,) and Rad(Q,) 9L Rad(Qi). Then the following are equivalent: 
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(1) QlQzfQlnQz. 
(2) Q, Q2 has a prime divisor that properly contains Rad(Q,). 
(3) Q, Q2 has a prime divisor that properly contains Rad(Q,). 
(4) Qi Q2 has a prime divisor that contains Rad(Qi) + Rad(Q,). 
Proof. It is clear that (4) * (3) * (1) and that (4) * (2) * (l), and (1) * (4) by Cor- 
ollary 2.2. 0 
With regard to Corollary 2.4, the referee mentioned the following interesting pro- 
blem: if Qi and Q2 and M-primary ideals in a local domain (R,M), under what 
conditions can it happen that Qi Q2 = Qi tl Q2? The referee noted that this can 
never happen when R is a regular local ring of positive altitude, and that it is not 
known if this can happen when R is a complete intersection local domain of positive 
altitude. 
As with Corollary 2.4, Corollaries 2.5 and 2.6 consider two special cases of Cor- 
ollary 2.2 (and Remark 2.3(2)). 
Corollary 2.5. Let I and J be proper ideals of a Noetherian ring R and assume that 
I is a regular principal ideal and Ig Rad(J). Then IJ,,, = In J,,, for all large m, 
where J,,, = J : P. Therefore if I : J= I, then for large m no prime divisor of IJ,,, 
contains Z+ J, . 
Proof. Let b be a regular nonunit such that I= bR. Then IM tl J= b”(J: bmR) for 
all m r 1 and there exists n 11 such that J: bmR = J: b”R # R for all m 2 n (since 
b $ Rad(J)). Therefore if m L n, then ZJ, = b(J : bmR) = b(J: bm”R) = bR fl 
(J: b”‘R)=Ifl J,, so ZJ,=Zfl J,. 
For the last statement, if I: J=I, then clearly I: J, =Z for all m L 1, and 
J, : Z= J, for all large m, so the conclusion follows from the first statement and 
Corollary 2.2. 0 
Corollary 2.6. Let Z and J be proper ideals of a Noetherian ring R such that 
Jm : I = Jm for all m 2 1 and IJ : J= I. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) ZJm=Zfl Jm for all ml 1. 
(2) For all ml 1 no prime divisor of IJm contains I+ J. 
(3) IR[u, tJ] =ZR[u, t] fl R[u, tJ], where u is an indeterminate and t = l/u. 
Proof. (2) * (1) by Corollary 2.2, and if (1) holds, then the hypothesis implies 
that Z=ZJ:J=(ZflJ): J=Z: J, so I: Jm=Z for all mzl, hence (1) * (2) by 
Corollary 2.2. 
For (1) H (3), for an integer n (--a~ <n< 03) and a homogeneous ideal H of 
R[u, tJ] let [HI, = (rE R; rt” E H}. Then it is readily checked that H= C [HI, t”. 
Therefore let H = ZR [a, tJ] and K = IR [a, t] fl R [u, tJ], so Hand K are homogeneous 
ideals of R [a, tJ] such that H c K, and it is readily checked that [HI, =ZJ” and that 
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[K], = Ztl J” for all integers n (with the convention that J” = R if n I 0). (1) e (3) 
clearly follows from this. q 
Theorem 2.7 applies Theorem 2.1 to ideals generated by disjoint nonempty 
subsets of a permutable R-sequence, and it shows that Remark 2.3(2) holds for such 
ideals. In its proof we use R(R,Z,, . . . , 4) to denote the Rees ring of R with respect 
to Zl ,..., 4, so R(R,Z ,,..., Zj) is the multi-graded subring R[ul, . . . , Uj, till, . . . , t,Zj] 
of R[u,,...,Uj,tl,...,tj], where pi,..., Uj are algebraically independent over R and 
tj= l/U, for i= 1, . . ..j. 
Theorem 2.7. Let b,, . . . , bh be nonunits in a Noetherian ring R. Assume that each 
permutation of b,, .,. , b,, is an R-sequence and let Z1, .. . ,Z, be ideals generated in R 
by disjoint nonempty subsets of {b,, . . . , bh}. Then 
Z~“..Z~=Z~‘n’..nZ~=n{Z~:(Z,“‘Zj~,Zj+,.”Z,)”;j= l,...,g} 
for all positive integers ml, . . . , mg, n. 
Proof. For j= 1, . . . . g let R,=R(R,Z, ,..., 4) and, by resubscripting the bi, if 
necessary, assume that I, = (b,, . . . , bk)R (for some k E { 1, . . . , h}). Then, since each 
permutation of bl, . . . , 6, is an R-sequence, it is shown in [15, (3.5)] that each per- 
mutation of ul,bk+l,..., bh is an RI-sequence. Since Rj+i=R(Rj,Ij+,Rj), g-l 
repetitions of this show that each permutation of ui, . . . . ug is an R,-sequence. 
Therefore let ml, . . . , mg be positive integers and let PE Ass(R/ZT’ . ..ZF”). 
Now uI”‘... u~Rgr)R=Z~‘...Zgm”, so there exists p E Ass(R,/ur’ ... uFRg) such 
that p fl R = P. Then since each permutation of uI, . . . , ug is an R,-sequence 
and grade(p) = 1, there exists je (1, . . . , g} such that p E Ass(R,/u,R,) and u = 
Ul .” Uj_1 Uj+l “’ u,$p. Therefore, if S = R[Uj, tjIj]v then q=pR,[l/u] tl S is a prime 
divisor of ujS such that gR,[l/u]nRR,=p (since R,[I/u]=S[UI,...,U~_~,U~+~,..., 
Upfl, ... ,tj-l,tj+l,.**, t,]),. Therefore, since UjS is homogeneous, there exists a 
homogeneous element xtj E S such that q = UjS : xtjs, SO q = uj+l S : xS, SO contrac- 
ting to R it follows that P=pnR=qflR=(u~f’S:xS)flR=Z~+‘:xR. Thus 
P~Ass(R/lj’+‘) =Ass(R/Zj), by [9, (3.3)] (since 4 is generated by an R-sequence 
(since each permutation of bl, . . . , bh is an R-sequence)), so if c,, . . . , ch is a permuta- 
tion of bl, . . . . bh such that Zj=(C,, . . ..cm)R. then Cm+1 ‘.‘Ch$P, SO Zi**.I,_1Zj+i*..Zgg 
P. Therefore the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.1. 0 
Remark 2.8. With the notation of Theorem 2.7, Ass(R/Z~‘~..Zgm”)= u,“=, Ass(R/lj) 
for all positive integers m,, . . . . mg, and this is a disjoint union. 
Proof. FixjE{l,..., g} and let PEAss(R/IJ), so PE Ass(R/lim/) for all m,? 1 by 
[9, (3.3)]. Therefore fix mj and let XE R such that Zj”’ : XR = P. Then the last 
paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2.7 shows that Z1...4_ie+, . ..Zg$2P. so 
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P=ljm’:xR~Ijm’G:xG~P, where G=Z~‘...I~J~‘Z~J+‘...Z~. Therefore P= 
J-1 Jt1 
Ij”‘G : xG, so PE Ass(R/Ir’ --Zgmg). 
The opposite inclusion was shown in the last paragraph of the Proof of Theorem 
2.7, and the disjointness of the union also follows from that paragraph. 0 
3. Asymptotic version 
In this section asymptotic theory versions of the main results of Section 2 are 
proved. 
If I is an ideal of a ring R, then I, denotes the integral closure in R of I. With 
this notation, note that if (It),... (I,), h as a finite primary decomposition and if 
each of its prime divisors contains exactly one of the ideals Ij (equivalently, (Zj),), 
then Theorem 2.1 shows that 
(the last equality holds since it follows from [ 1, Theorem 31 that 1, : JK= I, : J,K, = 
I, : (JK), for all ideals Z,J,K); in particular, (Ii),.+.( is integrally closed (since 
(Zi),fl ... rl (I,),= ((I,),n ... n (1&J, by [17, (i), p. 3491). Theorem 3.1 is a varia- 
tion of this result. 
Theorem 3.1. Let Z I, . . . , Ig be proper ideals of a ring R and assume that (II ... I,), 
has a finite primary decomposition. If each PE Ass(R/(I, ... I,),) contains exactly 
one of the ideals Ij, then 
(11...I,),=(I,),n...n(I,),=n{(Zj),:(II...Ij~,Jj+l...I,)n;j=1,...,g} 
for all n L 1. The converse holds if each 4 is finitely generated. 
Proof. It follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that if S= R - U{P; PE 
Ass(R/(Z, e.1 I,),)}, then I, Rs, . . . , g I Rs are pairwise comaximal. Therefore 
I, R, a.. IpRS= i,Rsfl . ..nZ.R, 
=n{ZjRs: (Z,...Zj_llj+l...Z,)“Rs;j= l,...,g} 
for all nrl, so 
(11 Rs . ..I.Rs), = (IiR,n . . . nr,Rs), 
= (n(rjRs: (I,...Zj_,Ij+1...Z,)“Rs; j = 1, . . ..g}). 
for all n 2 1. However, if Z and J are ideals of a ring R and if P is a prime ideal 
of R, then I, RP = (ZRP)a, so it follows that (1 fl J), R, = ((In J)R,), = (ZR, fl JR,), . 
Therefore for each maximal ideal A4 in Rs it holds that (n,G=, IjRs),(Rs)M= 
((n;= 1 ZjRs)(Rs)M>a 3 and since the ideals 1i Rs , . . . , Zs R, are pairwise comaximal 
there exists j such that (@=, ZjRs)(Rs>M=Ij(Rs)M, so ((njgzl IjRs)(Rs)M),= 
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so since this holds for all max- 
(ZjRs),. And, similarly 
(n{ZjRs: (I,--Z;_,Zj+,-Z,)“Rs; j= 1, . . ..g}). 
= n{(ZjRs), : (ZI ‘..Zj_,Zj+I...Z,)“Rs;j = 1, . . ..g} 
(since (Z : J),R,= ((I : J)R,), c (ZR, : JR,), holds for all ideals Z and J and prime 
ideals P of a ring R). Therefore the conclusion follows by contracting the ideals 
(Zl~~-Z,),Rs=(ZIRs~~~ ZgRs)a= n;= 1 (cR~)~= n,“, , ((ljRs), : (Zl --rj-llj+l -~~~g)“Rs) 
to R. 
The proof of the converse is essentially the same as the proof of the converse part 
of Theorem 2.1, since Z, : (I+ J) =I, : J. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let I,, . . . ,Zg be proper ideals of a Noetherian ring R. Then 
(Z,...Z,),= (Z,),n~~~n(z,),=~(<Zj),:(Z1~~~Ij_lzj+l~~~Z,)”;~= l,...,g> 
for all n 2 1 if and only if each P E Ass(R/(Zi . ..I.),) contains exactly one of the 
ideals Z,, . . ..Zg. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. 0 
Remark 3.3. It is shown in [4, (1.6)(b) and (1.8)(a)] that if R is Noetherian, then 
P= U{ASS(R/(Z~I...Z~~“),); ml, . . . . mg are nonnegative integers} is a finite set, 
and if I,, . . . , Zg are regular, then there exist positive integers k,, . . . , kg such that 
Ass(R/(Z;’ -0I?),) = Ass(R/(Z;’ ..a Z>),) for all integers m,zk,,...,m,zk,. 
Therefore Corollary 3.2 shows that each PEP contains exactly one of the ideals Zj 
if and only if 
(ZY’ ...zgmg)a = (Zr”‘),tl*** n(z,mp)a 
=n{(zjm’),: (Z,...rj_,Zj+,...Z,)“;j= l,...,g} 
for all positive integers ml, . . . . mgr n, and if I,, . . . . Zg are regular, then these 
two equalities hold for all integers m, I kl, . . . , 
Ass(R/(Z,kl 
mg2 kg if and only if each PE 
..*Z,k”),) contains exactly one of the ideals Zj. 
Theorem 3.4 is an asymptotic sequence version of Theorem 2.7, and it shows that 
Remark 3.3 holds for ideals generated by disjoint nonempty subsets of an asymp- 
totic sequence. For Theorem 3.4, A*(Z) = {P; PEAss(R/(Z”),) for some nr 1) is 
the set of asymptotic prime divisors of I, so A*(Z) = Ass(R/(Z”),) for all large n, by 
[9, (2.4) and (2.7)]. Also, elements bl, . . . , bh are an asymptotic sequence in R in 
case bj+l $ u{P; PEA*(b 1 ,..., b;)R)} for i=O,l,..., h-l. (For i=O this says 
height(b, R) 2 1.) 
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Theorem 3.4. Let b,, . . . , bh be nonunits in a Noetherian ring R. Assume that each 
permutation of b,, . . . , bh is an asymptotic sequence in R and let I,, . . . , Ig be ideals 
generated in R by disjoint nonempty subsets of (b,, . . . . bh). Then 
<I;“’ . ..I?)~ = (zp),n . . . n(z,“s), 
= n{(Iy)a: (I,...I,~,Ij+,...I,>“;j= l,...,g} 
for all positive integers ml, . . . , mg, n. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.7, so it will only be sketched, 
and the notation of that proof will be used. First, it is shown in [lo, (3.3.2)] that 
each permutation of ui, bk+l, . . . . bh is an asymptotic sequence in R,, so it follows 
that each permutation of ul, . . . , ug is an asymptotic sequence in R,. Therefore let 
m,, . . ..mg be positive integers and let P~Ass(R/(l~‘~~~l~),). Now (u~‘...uPR~)~~ 
R=(I;“’ ...Zp)a, so there exists p~Ass(R~/(u;n’...u,““R,),) such that pn R=P. 
Then since each permutation of u,, . . . , ug is an asymptotic sequence in R, and the 
asymptotic grade of p is one, there exists j E { 1, . . . , g} such that p E A*(u,R,) and 
V=UI”‘Uj_IUj+l”’ u,gp (see [8] concerning asymptotic sequences and asymptotic 
grade). Therefore q=pR,[l/v] flS is such that p=qR,[l/v] flR,, so qEA*(UjS) 
by [9, (6.5) and (6.8)]. Thus q E Ass(S/(u,“S),) for all large n by [9, (2.4) and (2.7)], 
and (UPS), is homogeneous, so there exists xtf E S such that q = (u,“S)~ : xt;S = 
(uj”+;s), : xs, and ((uj”+‘S),:xS)nR=(I,“+‘),:xR, so P=pnR=qnR= 
(I,!“), : xR. Therefore P~Ass(R/(lj”+~),) c A*(Zj), so if cr, . . . ,ch are as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.7, then ci, . . . , ch is an asymptotic sequence in R and Ij is 
generated by ci,...,c,, so c,+i...ch@P, hence II...Ij_11,+1.**I,gP. The conclu- 
sion follows from this and Theorem 3.1. 0 
Remark 3.5. With the notation of Theorem 3.4: 
(1) A*(Il”‘-- I,““) = Uf= I A*(lj) for all positive integers ml, . . . , mg, and this 
union is disjoint. 
(2) If Bj is an ideal in R such that Ij G Bj C (Ii>, for j = 1, . . . , g, then 
(&“I ... Bp)a = (BI”‘),fl ... n (B,m”)a 
=n{(Bjm’)a:(B,...Bj_lBj+l...Bg)n;j=l,...,g} 
for all positive integers ml, . . . ,m,,n. 
Proof. For 3.5(l), it is shown in [3, (1.3)] that if Iis an ideal of a Noetherian ring 
R, then A*(I) c A*(IJ) for all ideals .I of R such that height(J) 2 1. Also, height(Ij) L 
1 for j=l,..., g, since each Ij is generated by an asymptotic sequence in R, so 
A*(Ij)c A*(Ir?’ . ..I.““) for j= 1, . . . . g and for all positive integers ml, . . . , mg. The 
opposite inclusion was shown in the proof of Theorem 3.4, and the disjointness of 
the union also follows from that proof. 
For 3.5(2), the hypothesis implies that (BJn’)a = (ZJpl)a for j = 1, . . . , g and for all 
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positive integers m,, . . . , mg, and that (By’ **. BP& = (I?’ .**ZTg)a for all positive in- 
tegers ml, . . ..mg. so 3.5(2) follows immediately from Theorem 3.4. 0 
4. Essential version 
In this section an abstract version of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 is proved, and then 
an essential theory analog of Theorems 2.7 and 3.4 is proved. 
For Theorem 4.1, an x-operation on the set I of ideals of a ring R is a mapping 
x : I + I (by I-+ Z,) such that Z c Z, G Rad(Z), (I,), = Z,, and ZXRs = (ZRs), for all 
ideals Z of R and multiplicatively closed sets S of R such that S is the complement 
in R of a finite nonempty collection of maximal prime divisors of Z,. (For example, 
Z-Z,=Z, Z-Z,, Z+Z,=Rad(Z), and Z+Z,=U{ZK:K;KE~} are x-operations, 
where d is an arbitrary multiplicatively closed set of finitely generated nonzero 
ideals of R. (Concerning Z, , see [ 131.) 
Theorem 4.1. Let I,, . . . , Zg be proper ideals of a ring R, let Z-t I, be an x-operation 
on the set of ideals Z of R, and assume that (Z, ... I,), has a finite primary decom- 
position. Zf each P E Ass(R/(Z, . ..I.),) contains exactly one of the ideals Zj, then 
(I,..-I,>,= (z,),n...n(Z,),=n{(lj)x: (Z,...Zj_lli+,...Z,)“;j= l,...,g} 
for all n 2 1. The converse holds if each Ij is finitely generated. 
Proof. By the definition of an x-operation the proof is essentially the same as the 
proof of Theorem 3.1, but replace J, with J, for an ideal J. q 
Theorem 4.3 is an essential theory version of Corollaries 2.2 and 3.2. To prove 
Theorem 4.3 we need the following definitions and comments concerning them. 
If b is a regular nonunit of a Noetherian ring R, then Q(bR) = {PE Ass(R/bR); 
there exists a depth one prime divisor of zero in the completion of Rp}, if Z is an 
ideal of R, then E(Z) = {p fl R; p E Q(R/uR)}, where R = R [u, tZ], and if Zi, . . . , Zg 
are ideals of R, then E(Z,,...,Z,)={pflR;p~Ass{R/ui~~~u,R)}, where R= 
R(R,Z,, . . . . Zg). (The ideals in E(Z) are called the essentialprime divisors of I.) Also, 
Z, = ZRs n R, where S = R - U {P; P E E(Z)} is called the essential component of I. 
Remark 4.2 lists the basic properties of E(Z) and Z, that will be needed below. 
Remark 4.2. If Z is an ideal of a Noetherian ring R, then: 
(1) It is shown in [2, (2.3.3) and (2.5.7)] together with [5, Corollary 1.51 that 
A*(Z) S E(Z) c Ass(R/Z”) for all large n, so it follows that Zc Z, G Z,. 
(2) If P’E Ass(R/I,), then the definition of Z, shows that there exists PEE(Z) 
such that P’c P. 
(3) It is shown in [14, (2.6)] that if I,, . . . , Zg are regular ideals of R, then 
EV,, . . . . ZJ = E(Z;’ ... I,““) for all positive integers ml, . . . , mg . 
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(4) If b is a regular nonunit in R, then it is shown in [6, (2.2)] that Q(bR) =E(bR). 
(5) Z+Z, is an x-operation on the set of ideals Z of R. 
Proof of 4.2(5). ZC Z, c Z, by Remark 4.2(l) (so Z, G Rad(Z)), so E(Z) = E(Z,) by [2, 
(2.5.6)], hence if S=R-U{P;PEE(Z)}, thenZ,=ZR,flR and (Z,),=Z,RsflR, so 
(I,), =Z,. And, finally, if T is an arbitrary multiplicatively closed set in R (0 $ T), 
then E(ZR,) = {PRs; PEE(Z)}, by [2, (2.5. l)], so if T is the complement in R of the 
union of a (finite) collection of maximal prime divisors of Z,, then it readily 
follows that Z,RT= (ZR,),. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Let I,, . . . , Zg be proper ideals of a Noetherian ring R. Then 
(Z1...Z,),=(Z~),n...n(z,),=n{(Z,>,: (Z,...Zj-,Zj+,...Z,>";j= l,...,g} 
for aN n 11 if and only if each P E Ass(R/(Z, . ..Z.),) contains exactly one of the 
ideals I,, . . ..Zg. 
Proof. Since Z-Z, is an x-operation on the set of ideals Z of R (see Remark 
4.2(5)), this follows immediately from Theorem 4.1. q 
Remark 4.4. With the notation of Theorem 4.3 let d be a multiplicatively closed 
set of nonzero ideals of R. Then 
for all n 2 1 if and only if each P E Ass(R/(Z, . ..Z.),) contains exactly one of the 
ideals I,, . . . , Zg . 
Proof. This also follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 since I+ I, is an x- 
operation on the set of ideals Z of R. 0 
For Theorem 4.5, elements b,, . . . , bh in a Noetherian ring R are an essential se- 
quenceinRincasebi+l$U(P;PEE((bl,...,bi)R)} fori=O,l,...,h-1. (Fori=O 
this says b1 is regular.) Therefore it readily follows from Remark 4.2(l) that an R- 
sequence is an essential sequence in R and an essential sequence in R is an asymp- 
totic sequence in R. 
It was noted in Remark 4.2(l) that E(Z)cAss(R/Z”) for all large n, and in 
Remark 2.3(2) it was noted that if Ii, . . . , Zg are regular, then the sets Ass(R/Zy’ . ..I.““) 
are equal for all large integers ml, . . . . mg. Therefore if Zr, . . . . Zg are regular, 
then it follows that P= U{E(Z~'~~~Z~);m,,..., mg are nonnegative integers} L 
Ass(R/Z,“’ ...Zp) for all large integers nl, . . . , ng, so P is a finite set. 
Theorem 4.5 is an essential sequence version of Theorems 2.7 and 3.4. 
Theorem 4.5. With the notation of Theorem 3.4, assume that each permutation of 
b ,, . . . , bh is an essential sequence in R. Then 
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(I? . ..zgmgje = (y),n . . . n (pe 
= n{(IF), : (ZI .-*$_llj+l ***I,)“;j = 1, . . ..g} 
for all positive integers m,, . . . , mg, n. 
Proof. Let the notation be as in the proof of Theorem 2.7. Then it is shown in [12, 
(3.1.3)] that each permutation of ul, bk+l, . . . , bh is an essential sequence in R,, so 
it follows that each permutation of ui, . . . , ug is an essential sequence in Rg. 
Therefore let P’E Ass(R/(lr’ ..a Ip)J, Then Remarks 4.2(2) and (3) show that 
there exists PEE(~~‘...I~)=E(Z~,..., Z,) such that P’ c P, so there exists 
P E Qh ... ugRg) such that p fl R = P. But Q(ui a.. u,R,) = E(ui ..a ugR,) by Remark 
4.2(4), so p E E(u, a** ugRg), hence the essential grade of p is one. Therefore, since 
each permutation of ul, . . . , ug is an essential sequence in Rg, there exists 
jE{l,..., g} such that p E E(UjRg) and u = ~i*** Uj_ 1 Uj+ 1 ... ug $p (see [2] concerning 
essential sequences and essential grade). Therefore q=pR,[l/u] fl S E E(ujS) by [2, 
(2.5.1) and (2.5.3)], so qEQ(UjS), by Remark 4.2(4), hence P=qnREE(Ij). 
Therefore if c i, . . . . ch is a permutation of bl, . . . . bh such that Ij=(C,, . . . . cm)R, then 
since c i, . . . , ch is an essential sequence in R it follows that c, +, ... ch $ P. Therefore 
Ii*“Zj_iIj+i ***I,gP, hence I,***Ij_11,,, . ..Z.gP’, so the conclusion follows from 
Remark 4.2. 0 
We close with the following essential theory version of Remarks 2.8 and 3.5. (For 
Remark 4.6(2), its proof is longer than the proof of Remark 3.5(2) since 
4 c Bj c (4), for j = 1,2 does not in general imply that 1, I2 C B, B, C (II Z2)e .) 
Remark 4.6. With the notation of Theorem 4.5: 
(1) E(I,m’ ...ZF) = UT=i E(lj) for all positive integers m,, . . ..mg. and this union 
is disjoint. 
(2) If Bj is an ideal in R such that Ij c Bj c (Ij), for j = 1, . . . , g, then 
(By’ . ..B.mp),=(Bln’)en...n(Bgm”)e 
= n{(B:“),:(B,...Bj-IBj+l...B,)“;j= l,...,g} 
for all positive integers ml, . . . , mg, n. 
Proof. For 4.6(l), it is shown in [ 11, (4.3)] that if 1is a regular ideal of a Noetherian 
ring R, then E(I) c E(U) for all regular ideals J of R. Also, each 4 is regular, since 
it is generated by an essential sequence in R, so E(Zj) c E(lr’ a.0 I,gmg) for j = 1, . . . , g 
and for all positive integers ml, . . . , mg. The opposite inclusion was shown in the 
proof of Theorem 4.5, and the disjointness of the union also follows from that 
proof. 
For 4.6(2), for j= 1, . . . , g let Sj=R- U{P; PEE(Zj)}. NOW it is shown in [2, 
(2.5.6)] that if I and J are ideals of a Noetherian ring R such that Z,=J,, then 
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E(Z)=E(J),anditwasnotedinRemark4.2(1)thatZ~Z,cZ,, soforj=l,...,gand 
for all n I 1 it holds that Zj” c Bj" c (Zj): c (4): c (Zj"),, hence E(Zj”) =E(Bjn) for all 
n I 1. Therefore $'Rs, C_ B,FRs, c (Zj)iRs, = 'j"Rs,, SO it follows that (Zj”), = (Bjn)e 
for all n 2 1. Therefore by Theorem 4.5 it remains to show that (Z~‘*..Z~g)e = 
(By’ ...BF)e for all positive integers m,, . . . . mg. 
For this let S = UT= 1 Sj and note that it follows from the definition of the essen- 
tial component of an ideal and 4.6(l) that Zy^'...Z,"RR,= (Zy'...Zp)eRs, and 
Zjm/Rs,=(Zjm,)eRs,=(Bj"/),Rs,=B~~JRs, for j= l,...,g. Therefore since S is the dis- 
joint union of the Sj (by 4.6(l)), it follows by localizing R, at its maximal ideals 
that ZI"'...Z,mgR,=Br"'...B,mgRs. Also,
Z”‘...Zg”” c B;'-B;, c_ (ZI)~'---(Zg)~ 1 
c (4):’ * .f (I,)? c_ (Zr”’ * * * zgmg)a ) 
so E(BI”’ . ..B.m”)=E(Z;l . ..Z.““) by [2, (2.5.6)], so 
(ZI”’ . ..Zgmg& = ZT”’ .. . Zgm”Z& = BI”l1 ...Bg”“B. = (Bi”’ . ..B.mp), 
for all positive integers m,, . . . , mg. 0 
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